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HOW TO USE THIS ROUGH GUIDE EBOOK
This Pocket Rough Guide to New York City is one of a new generation of informative and easy-touse travel guide ebooks that guarantees you make the most of your trip, whether you’re spending an
afternoon or a few days away.

From the table of contents, you can click straight to the main sections of the ebook. Start with the
Introduction, which gives you a flavour of New York City, with details of when to visit and what to
see, followed by helpful day by day and themed Itineraries. The Best of New York City picks out the
highlights you definitely won’t want to miss, from ascending the Empire State Building to a stroll in
Central Park. The Places chapters are your comprehensive neighbourhood-by-neighbourhood guide to
the city, with full-colour maps featuring all the sights and listings. Finally, Accommodation
recommends the best hotels, B&Bs and hostels and Essentials covers all the practical information
you’ll need, from public transport to opening hours and festivals. A handy chronology rounds off the
guide.

Depending on your hardware, you can double-tap on the maps to see larger-scale versions, or select
different scales. There are also thumbnails below more detailed maps – in these cases, you can opt to
“zoom left/top” or “zoom right/bottom” or view the full map. The screen-lock function on your devic
is recommended when viewing enlarged maps. Make sure you have the latest software updates, too.

INTRODUCTION TO NEW YORK CITY

No superlative, no cliché does New York City justice. It may not serve as the official capital of
the US or even of New York State, but it’s the undisputed capital of the world in many regards.
High finance, media, art, architecture, food, fashion, popular culture, urban style, street life…
it’s all here, in plenitude and peak form. Best of all for visitors (and residents), you don’t have t
look too hard for any of it. Often the sights, both big and small, are just staring you right in the
face: the money fortresses of Wall Street; the raised torch of the Statue of Liberty; the iconic
Empire State Building; the hype and hustle of Times Square; Fifth Avenue’s foot traffic; the
proud lions of the Public Library. For energy and dynamism, cultural impact and sheer
diversity, New York cannot be beaten.
You could spend weeks here and still barely scratch the surface, but there are some key attractions an
pleasures you won’t want to miss. The city is packed with vibrant ethnic neighbourhoods, like
Chinatown and Harlem, and boasts the artsy enclaves of Chelsea, Tribeca and Greenwich Village. Of
course, you will find the celebrated modern architecture of corporate Manhattan in Midtown and the
Financial District, complemented by row upon row of elegant brownstones in landmarked areas like
Brooklyn Heights. Then there are the city’s renowned museums, not just the Metropolitan Museum o
Art or the Museum of Modern Art, but countless smaller collections – the Old Masters at the Frick,
the prints and manuscripts of the Morgan Library – that afford days of happy wandering.

CENTRAL PARK

In between sights, you can (and should) eat just about anything, cooked in any style: silky Korean
pork buns to pressed sea urchin sandwiches, Jewish deli to Jamaican food cart. You can drink in
virtually any company at any time in any type of watering hole imaginable: unmarked cocktail dens
that mix up the latest artisanal concoctions or joints where folks will look at you sideways if you orde
anything but a bottle of beer. You can see comedy or cabaret, hear jazz combos or jug bands, and
attend obscure movies. The more established arts – dance, theatre, opera and classical music – are
superbly catered for; and New York’s clubs are varied and exciting.

GRAFFITI

For the avid consumer, the choice of shops is vast, almost numbingly exhaustive, in this heartland o
the great capitalist dream. You can spend your dollars at big names like Bloomingdale’s or
contemporary designers like Marc Jacobs, and visit boutiques full of vintage garments or thrift stores
with clothes priced by the pound.

Best places for bagels and lox
A bagel with cream cheese and lox is the city’s classic bite, found all over at cafés, delis, bagelries
and speciality food shops – though best sampled from a Jewish “appetizing” store (basically, a
place that sells fish and dairy products) such as hundred-year-old, family-owned Russ &
Daughter’s. Our other favourites include Absolute Bagels, Barney Greengrass and Zabar’s.

New York City comprises the central island of Manhattan along with four outer boroughs –
Brooklyn, Queens, the Bronx and Staten Island. To many, Manhattan is New York, and whatever you
interest in the city it’s here that you’ll spend most time and, unless you have friends elsewhere, wher
you are likely to stay. That’s not to overlook the virtues of the other boroughs: the ragged glory of
Coney Island, the stunning botanical gardens of the Bronx and Brooklyn, the uplifting Noguchi
Museum in Long Island City, these are just a few of the sights that make worthy detours, and you’ll
find great neighbourhood restaurants and bars along the way. The subway and bus system can take yo
everywhere, but New York is underrated as a walking city, and you’ll want to spend plenty of time

wearing out your shoes while taking it all in.

SKYLINE AT QUEEN BRIDGE

When to visit

Pretty much any time is a good time to visit New York. Winter can be bitingly cold but the city can
be delightful during the run-up to Christmas, when the trees are lit up, the windows decorated and
shops open extra-late. It’s coldest in January and February, coinciding with one of the few times to
find bargains on flights and hotels, and in any case New York has some wonderful crisp and clear
sunny days even then. Spring, early summer, and autumn are the most appealing times to visit,
when temperatures can be comfortably warm. It’s wise to avoid visiting between mid-July and
August: the temperatures tend be sweltering and the humidity worse. On the other hand, locals tend
to leave town then, so weekends are less crowded.
< Back to Introduction to New York City

NEW YORK CITY AT A GLANCE
EATING

From street food to haute cuisine, it’s here, it’s excellent and it’s in abundance. Chinatown is most
accessible for ethnic eats. The Lower East Side, traditional home to Jewish food, now teems with
fashionable restaurants, while the East Village is the locus for great late-night eats – bowls of
ramen, slices of pizza and hot dogs. Some of the best and most expensive restaurants are just off
Madison Square Park; continue up to Midtown for powerhouse names like Aquavit and Oyster Bar
one of the city’s quintessential eateries. Further north, Harlem has fabulous soul food, barbecue and
African restaurants.

DRINKING

Bars are everywhere and come in every stripe: pubs, dives, beer gardens, hidden speakeasies,
exclusive hotel lounges. Drinkers descend on the Lower East Side and East Village, especially
streets like Ludlow and Avenue A, which can seem like a carnival – but are good destinations
nonetheless. Rocker hangouts and swanky wine bars also hover around Union Square, and Ninth
Avenue, starting in Chelsea and moving up to Hell’s Kitchen. The most exciting and characterful
places are in the outer boroughs, specifically Long Island City and Williamsburg. Most bars and
pubs are typically open till the wee hours of morning.

NIGHTLIFE

Clubbing hotspots jump around: the lower western edge of Soho one year, 27th Street in the far west
of Chelsea another. The East and West Villages always offer a few standbys, and the Meatpacking
District can be good if you’re looking for busy places to put on your dancing shoes. Keep your ears
open, get current listings magazines and generally aim downtown. Music venues are more
established: the West Village and Harlem have historic venues for jazz; Lincoln Center holds top
spots for classical music, dance and opera, with Carnegie Hall just a few blocks away; and the
coolest rock clubs are mostly in Williamsburg and the Lower East Side.

SHOPPING

For big-ticket retail, look no further than Midtown, specifically Fifth Avenue, where Saks, Bergdorf
Goodman and many others congregate. Madison Avenue on the Upper East Side also has its share o
famous brands. Somewhat edgier fashion can be found in Soho and Nolita: Prince and Spring streets
are crammed with designer boutiques and hip jewellery and shoe shops. Those looking for vintage
duds or the truly avant-garde might find the Lower East Side and Williamsburg more suitable.
Antique hunters will have fun trolling around Chelsea and, on weekends, the Hell’s Kitchen Flea
Market.
Our recommendations on where to eat, drink and shop are listed at the end of each Places chapter.
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